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Abstract 
Although every generalized homology theory h, is related to a chain fun&or C*, some 
homology theories (like e.g. bordism theories) admit a much simpler chain theoretical descrip- 
tion by means of chain theories with models. Algebraically these models are playing the role of 
relative cycles of a specific chain functor, while geometrically they behave like singular mani- 
folds in bordism theory. A necessary and sufficient condition is formulated (using chain 
functors) ensuring that a homology theory is associated with a chain theory with models. 
Keywords: Chain functors; Homology theories associated with chain theories with models; 
Bordism theories 
0. Introduction 
Every generalized homology theory h, = {h,, a,, n E Z} defined on the category Top 
is isomorphic to the derived homology of a chain functor C, = {C; , C;, cp#, K#, i’, I > 
(cf. [l, Theorem 8.11 or Section 6 of this paper). Although we have such a general 
result there is some need for a more geometrical and direct description of a chain 
functor C, whenever we are dealing specifically e.g. with bordism theories. To this end 
we introduce in Section 1 (Section 3) the concept of a (weak) chain theory with models, 
which is simpler and more geometrical than that of a chain functor, verifying in 
Section 2 that each chain theory with models is associated with a chain functor in such 
a way that they have isomorphic derived homologies (Theorem 2.3). In Section 4 we 
associate with a bordism theory 52: a weak chain theory with models (hence in view of 
Theorem 3.2 a chain theory with models) such that 
(1) the derived homology theory of this w-chain theory with models is isomorphic 
to s2l;i, 
(2) the models are singular manifolds (M”,f) (Theorem 4.4). 
On the other hand not every homology theory h, is associated with a (weak) chain 
theory with models. So we introduce in Section 5 the concept of a stiff homology 
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theory h,. It turns out that stiffness is a necessary and sufficient condition for 
a homology theory h, to be associated with a chain theory with models (Theorem 5.5 
and Corollary 5.6). Since the famous Pontrjagin-Thorn theorem [3] yields an isomor- 
phism between the model-theoretical definition of 52: and the homotopy-theoretical 
definition (involving Thorn spectra), we regard this result as an abstract version of this 
theorem. 
In Section 6 we recall some definitions and facts about chain functors. 
The purpose of Section 3 is to verify that each weak chain theory with models 
determines a chain theory with models having isomorphic derived homology (The- 
orem 3.2). This is convenient because weak chain theories with models are quite easily 
detectable in nature (cf. Section 4) while on the other hand chain theories with models 
are better to handle in connection with chain functors (cf. Section 2). 
The chain functor C, which is associated with a given chain theory with models 
displays these models as relative cycles (i.e. as elements zE C:(X, A) with dz E im i’, cf. 
Section 6). Hence the chain functor C, related to a given bordism theory has singular 
manifolds (M”, f) as relative cycles. 
This seems to be the appropriate expression for the intuitive observation, that there 
is “almost” a chain theory (with singular manifolds as chains, closed singular mani- 
folds as cycles and singular manifolds with boundaries, determining bounding cycles) 
whose derived homology is the bordism group in question. 
The existence of such a “naive” chain complex would be in contradiction to the fact, 
that no generalized homology theory h, admits such a chain-functorial description 
unless h, is an ordinary homology theory (which most bordism theories are not). So 
a closer inspection of the definition of QE by means of singular manifolds does not 
lead to such a simple kind of chain complex (in the sense of (6.1)) but to a chain theory 
with models and, in due course, to a chain functor C,. 
1. Chain theories with models 
The purpose of this section is to define a chain theory with models (D,, M,), its 
derived homology and the deduction of some of its properties. In Section 3 we deal 
with weak chain theories with models (Definition 3.1). 
Let 
(1) D.+ : Top’ + &t ( = category of chain complexes), 
(2) M* : Top + Ens” ( =category of Z-graded sets), 
(3) R,:Top-,c& 
be functor=tisfying 
(Ml) M* c D,lTop is a subfunctor (with inclusion 
Top c Top2 -- 
x H (X,0)) 
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such that M,(X) is a set of free generators of the abelian group an(X) and that 
D*(8) = 0. 
(M2) D, transforms inclusions into monomorphisms. 
(M3) For each (X, A)eTop’ there exists a natural direct sum decomposition 
D,(X, A) = Z,(X, A) 0 &(X, A) (1.1) 
with 
Z,(X,A) = (m~M,(X)\dm~im(~,(A) -M,(X))) 
and free abelian ,4,(X, A) (denoting by (. . .) the subgroup generated by . . .) such that 
the following condition holds: 
z E Z,(X, A), z’ E A,(X, A), Y E D,+ I (X, 4, a E D&4: 
dy + a = z -z’ + ~~‘ED,,+,(X,A), u’ED,(A): dy’ + a’ = z. 
(M4) Assume that ~1, m2 E M,,(X), dmj = C>= 1nijmij, j = 1,2, nij E Z, mij E M,(X) 
and {mill i = 1 ,..., Il)n{mi2ji=l,..., /2}#&thenwehaveml=m2. 
1.1. Definition. A chain theory with models is a pair (D,,M.J, satisfying (Ml)-(M4). 
Remarks. (1) The elements of M,(X) are called n-models or simply models. A model 
m is closed whenever dm = 0. 
(2) The notation Z,(X,A) suggests that a ZEZ,(X,A) is a “relative cycle” (with 
boundary in D,(A). 
Here and henceforth we write by an abuse of notation e.g. dz E D,(A) instead of 
i “dzEim(D,(i): D,(A) -+ D*(X))“. 
(3) If we agree to write “z N 0” whenever it is bounding rel. A, i.e. whenever there 
exist (1) ye D,+ l(X, A), (2) QED,(A) such that dy = z - a, then (M3) can be refor- 
mulated: 
(M3’) ZEZ,(X,A), z N z’, z’EA,(X,A) =E. z N 0. 
(4) Condition (M4) ensures for example that a closed model m cannot bound two 
different models ml,m2 eventually thereby producing a new cycle ml - m2 + 0. In 
Section 3 we will replace (M4) by some other condition (M4’) which is more appropri- 
ate for the geometry of bordism theory. 
(5) The main point in Definition 1.2 below is that only cycles z E Z,(X, A) determine 
homology classes in the derived homology H,(D,, M,)(X,A). In particular only 
closed models give rise to elements of absolute homology groups H,(D,, M,)(X). In 
Section 4 we will treat the special case of bordism theory, where models are singular 
manifolds (M”, f). 
1.2. Definition. The derived homology H,(D,,M,) of a chain theory with models 
(D,, I&) is defined by: 
(1) The homology groups 
H,(D,,KJ(X,A) = {Czllz~Z,W,4}, W,~ETOP’, 
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with obvious group structure, where the homology class [z] is defined as in (3) of the 
above remark. Since Z, : Top2 + &J is clearly a functor, 
H,(D,,M,):Top2 +&” 
turns out to be a functor. 
(2) The assignment 
I 
Z= C njmjHi;l i:A c X, i, = D*(i), 
j=l 
furnishes a natural boundary 
Suppose that h, = {h,,Q is a given generalized homology theory on Top (or 
alternatively on any suitable subcategory K c Top), meaning that h, : TopTAb, 
neZ, are functors, 8 natural transformations, saaying the Eilenberg-Steenrod ax- 
ioms with the exception of the dimension axiom. 
1.3. Definition. h, and a chain theory with models (D,, M*) are associated whenever 
there exist natural isomorphisms 
MX, 4 = K(D,, MJW, A), (X, A) E Top2, n E Z, (1.2) 
compatible with the boundary operators. 
Remark. We do not claim that any chain theory with models is associated with some 
homology theory h,. Apart from the absence of excision properties of H,(D,, M*) we 
do not know whether the homology sequence of a pair (X,A)eTop2 (which can 
always be written down) has to be exact. 
However we obtain: 
1.4. Lemma. Suppose that (D,, M*) is associated with a homology theory h,, then the 
following holds: 
(I) Let z E Z,(X, A), a E D,,(A), dz = -da be chains, then there exists (1) a b E Z,(X) 
(=Z,(X,$)), (2) a YED,,+~(X,A), (3) an ti~DJ-4) such that 
dy = (z + a) - b - ti. (1.3) 
(II) Let b’, a’,~’ be another triple satisfying (1.3), then we have 
b - b’Eim(D,,(A) + D,(X)). 
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(III) Suppose zEZ,(A) is a cycle such that i*[z] = 0 in If@*, M,)(X), then there 
exists another z’ E Z,(A), homologous to z in A, and an x E Z,+ 1(X, A) such that 
dx = z’ (1.4) 
holds. 
Proof. Since h, is isomorphic to H,(D,, A&), the homology sequence of the latter is 
exact. As a result the assertions are easily recognized as reformulations of the 
exactness of the homology sequence of (X,A) at H,(D,, M,)(X,A), resp., at 
H,(D,,M.J(A) and H,(D,, M,)(X) (in the order (I)-(III) of the assertions). 0 
An immediate consequence of (M4) is: 
1.5. Lemma. Suppose z EM,(X), dzeM,- 1(A), (X, A)eTop’, then we have 
z E Z,(X, A). In particular any cycle z EM,(X) lies in Z,(X). - 
Proof. Assume that z = 1: nimi, mieM,(X) and let m’ be a model occurring in dmi 
but not in dz, then it cancels out, hence it must appear as a summand of some dmj, 
mi # mj. This however contradicts (M4). Hence all such m’ must be in i’U_ ,(A). The 
second assertion follows from the first by considering A = 0. 0 
Remarks. (1) Lemma 1.4(I), and (II) guarantee that every cycle of the form z + a is 
homologous to a “good” cycle b which is formed by closed models and which is 
determined up to elements in D,(A). 
(2) If we encounter in particular two relative cycles zl, zz E Z,(X, A) and a “connect- 
ing” aeD* such that d(zr - z2 - a) = 0, then we can assign to z1 - z2 - a 
a homologous “good” cycle z = 1: nimi, dmi = 0. 
This will become crucial for the construction of the non-natural chain mapping (p# 
in the following section. 
(3) We deduce from Lemma 1.4. (III): a cycle z E Z,(X, A), z = 1: nimi, dmi = 0, 
bounding in X does not necessarily bound a chain x E Z,, ,(X, A) itself, but there 
exists a z’ N z which does. 
2. Chain theories with models and chain functors 
To each chain theory with models (D,, k&.) (Definition 1.1) we assign a chain 
functor C, = {C,, Cl,, ‘px, K+ , i’, I} (cf. Section 6 or Cl]). So in conjunction with the 
results of Sections 3, and 4 we achieve a chain functor related to a bordism theory 
(Corollary 4.6). Suppose (D,, k&J is a chain theory with models, being associated with 
the homology theory h, (Definition 1.3). According to (1.1) we have 
D*(X, A) = Z*(X, A) 0 -4*(X, A) 
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and define 
denoting by cone(&) the algebraic cone over K, (cf. [ 11 or [2]) and by . . . uk . . . the 
amalgamated sum (k : A,(X) c D*(X)). 
This yields a functor C, : Top + &. 
Let (X, A) E Top* be a pair, then we define C, (X, A) as follows: 
Form the amalgamated sum of D,(X,A) with (1) the cone over A,(A) (to the effect 
that the resulting chain complex contains C,(A) as a subcomplex), (2) the cone over 
A,(X,A) + C,(A). This gives us C,(X,A). Observe that we have 
C*(X,fa) =C*(X). (2.1) 
Let f~ Top*((X, A), (Y, B)) be continuous, then we define 
C*(f) =f# :C*(X,A) + C*(Y,B) 
in several steps, where, by an abuse of notation we write e.g. dm E C,(A) whenever we 
mean dm~im(C,(A) + C,(X)): 
(fl) Suppose xeD,(X,A) is either a model or a free generator of A,(X,A) with 
dxE C,(A), then we set f+(x) = D,(f)(x). 
(f2) Suppose xeD,(X,A) is either a model or a free generator of A,(X,A) with 
dxe C,(f-‘(B))\&(A), then there exists a cEcone(C,(B)), dc = D,(f)(dx). We set 
f# (x) = c. 
(f3) Suppose x is as before but dx$C,(f-l(B)), then we set f#(x) = D,(f)(x). 
(f4) Suppose c E cone(C,(A)), then we have a c’~cone(C,(B)), dc’ = fx (dc) and set 
f# (c) = c’. 
(f5) Suppose c E cone(A,(X, A) + C,(A))\(A,(X, A) + C,(A)) then due to (fl)-(f4) 
f,dc~cone (A,(Y,B) + C,(A)), so that there exists a c’~cone(A,(Y,B) + C,(B)), 
dc’ = &dc, allowing us to set f#(c) = c’. 
We conclude 
2.1. Proposition. (1) C, :Top* + & is afunctor, (2) &(X,X) is acyclic. 
Proof. The first assertion follows after a tedious but straightforward inspection of the 
definition. In particular (fl)-(f5) determine a well-defined fx which is functorial. The 
second contention follow since C,(X,X) is manifestly the cone over some 
subcomplex. 0 
2.2. Proposition. There exists a natural isomorphism 
h,(x, 4 = &,dc,(x, A)). (2.2) 
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Proof. A cycle z E C,,(X, A) must be of the form z = z’ + z”, where z” collects all 
summands (1) SEZ,(X,A) and (2) c~cone(C,(A)). So dz’ = -dz”~C,(,4). By event- 
ually adding and simultaneously subtracting elements c, ci E cone(C, (A))\C, (A), we 
obtain two cycles z; = z’ - c, z’; = z” + c, z = z; + z;, where z; is of the form 
Z; = ~ ni(mi - Ci), niEZ, (2.3) 
dmi = dci, mi E M,(X), SO that each zi = mi - Ci is a cycle itself. On the other hand Z; is 
lying in a cone, hence bounding and therefore z - z’;. 
Each cycle of the form (2.3) gives under the isomorphism (1.2) rise to an element 
D(zI;)e h,(X, A). 
Assume z N 0, then we have z ‘; - 0, hence we detect a x E C, + 1(X, A) satisfying 
dx = zy, x = x’ + x”, x’ containing all summands of x belonging to some cone. We 
infer z2 = dx’eA,(X,A) and x” furnishes a homology z; - z2. 
According to (M3) in Definition 1.1 z2, hence z’; is bounding as a relative cycle in 
D,(X,A), assuring us that p(z’;) = 0 in h,(X,A). 
This establishes a transformation 
p:H*(C*(X,A)) --) h*(XAL 
which is easily seen to be natural and additive. Suppose that z E C,( X, A) is a cycle 
and p [z] = 0, then we have by definition z’; = dx, x E D,+ 1(X, A) and therefore 
a fortiori z - 0 in C,( X, A). Hence p is manic. 
Let b E Z,(X,A), b = cf=l nimi, dmi E D,_ 1(A) be a relatie cycle, then we find 
elements ci E cone( C,(A)) such that dmi = dci; hence a cycle of the form (2.3) satisfy- 
ing p[z] = [b]. This confirms that p is epic, completing the proof of Proposi- 
tion 2.2. 0 
Remark. Concerning induced mappings fx : C*(X,A) -+ C*(Y,m, 
f E Top’ ((X, A), ( Y, B)), observe that the mere existence of such a f# inducing 
f, = H,(f, ) rendering the diagram 
H*(C*(X,A) A H*(C*(Y,B)) 
commutative follows, since C,(X, A) is free, from [2, Proposition 4.61; however in 
order to provide a canonical f, we had to be more explicit. 
We come now to the construction of C;, cp#, IC#, i’, 1 (cf. Section 6): 
(i) Cl,( X, A): This is the subcomplex of C,(X, A) generated by A,(X) and by 
C,(A). This yields a subfunctor C” c C, providing us with the natural inclusions 
i’: C,(A) --) C;(X, A), 1: C;(X, A) c C,(X, A). 
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(ii) ‘p# :C* (X, A) + C,(X): Observe at first that according to Lemma 1.4 we find 
to any 
z = C nimi + a, a E C,(A), dmi E C,(A), dz = 0, a b(z) = b = CnJm> E Z,(X) 
i=l 
such that [j,(b)] = [z] in C,(X,A), j:X c (X,A), which is determined by z up to 
homology in C,(X) and up to an element in C,(A). If z is already a cycle in C,(X), we 
set b(z) = z. Moreover (1) z N 0 in C’,(X, A) implies z E C,(X) and (2) all cycles z’ in 
C,(X, A) are of the form of our z’. This follows immediately from Lemma 1.5. 
Since the subgroup of all cycles z E C* (X, A) is free, we are allowed to perform the 
assignment z I-+ b(z) on this basis, accomplishing a homomorphism 
V:H*(C*(X,A)) + H*(C*(X)). 
As in the preceding remark we conclude that cp is induced by a chain mapping 
‘p-X : C’,(X, A) + C,(X), which is, because of the choices involved, not natural (nei- 
ther is cp). However since [j,(b)] = [z], we have 
j#q# = 1. (2.4) 
(iii) IC# :C,(X) -+ C;(X, A): We have an inclusion of Z,(X) into the cycles of 
C’,(X,A) such that z N 0 in C,(X) implies that for eventually some other z1 E [z] one 
has z1 = dx, x E M,(X). So we obtain again a homomorphism K : H,( C,( X)) + 
H, (Ci (X, A)), satisfying 
cplc=l, Ki*=il*, i:AcX. 
Hence there exists a K# : C,(X) + C&(X, A) such that 
(2.5) 
‘PxK, N 1, K-# i N i’. (2.6) 
Let 
Y:O - C*(A) - C*(X,A) fl, C;(X,A)- 0 
II 
C’,(X,A)/imi’ 
be the short exact sequence, then the boundary operator 8:H,Ci(X,A)) + 
H, - r( C,( A)) determined by Y assigns to each m E M,(X, A) the element 
dm E C,- r(A). Let [Z] E H,( C,(X, A)) be any element, then we find as in (2.3) 
a z = 1: ni(mi - ci), z N z” such that $( { z}) = [z”] (cf. Section 6 concerning the 
definition of IJ?). This implies: 
(1) Let 8 : h,(X, A) + h, _ I (A) be the bounday operator of h, then (omitting the 
explicit mentioning of the isomorphism (1.2) from our notation) we have 
a[z”] = ;?{z}. 
(2) II/ is epic. 
(3) ker$ c kerz. 
(4) kcr(j, :H,(C,(X)) -, H,(C,(X,A))) = kerp&. 
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(5) Every inclusion i: (X,, A) c (X,, A) induces a monomorphism; C,(8) = 0. 
We now prove (l)-(5) as follows: (1) Both mappings 8 and 2 are defined by 
whence (1) follows. 
(2) As we noticed already, every [z”] E H, (C,( X, A)) originates from 
a ZE {z} EH*(C~(X,A)) such that $({z}) = [z”]. Hence $ is epic. 
(3) Lemma 1.5 implies that 
SO we can assume that z = 1: IlimiT dmi E C,(A) and z E: ker Ir/ implies z - 0 in 
C, (X, A), ensuring that we have dy = z + a, a E C,(A) and therefore 
8(z) = [da] = 0. 
(4) Suppose z E 4 E ker(j* :H,( C,(X)) + H,(C,(X, A))), z = 1: nimi, dmi = 0, 
then by applying Lemma 1.4 we detect an a E C,(A), such that z - a. As a result 
b%(Z)1 = Cal = 0. 
(5) Since A = i- ‘(A) this follows from (M2) (Definition 1.1) and the construction of 
fx = C,(f) for a continuous f: (X, A) + ( Y, B). The second assertion is obvious. 
In order to deal with homotopy properties of C, we have to assume that (D,, M,) 
satisfies: 
(M5) Let H:f, z fi :(X, A) + (Y, 23) be a homotopy, then there exists a natural 
chain homotopy D(H) : D,( X, A) + D, + r ( Y, B) such that 
D*(H)(fi*(X)) = M*(Y). 
Naturality has to be interpreted as in Section 6. Then we can deduce: 
(6) C, satisfies a homotopy axiom in the sense of Section 6(C,l). Details are easy 
and left to the reader. 
The reason that we do not have a strong version of (5) involving arbitrary inclusions 
I’:(Xi,Ar) c (Xz,Az) (A, #A,) is condition (f2) in the construction of fx for 
a continuous J However this can be repaired by performing a slightly modified 
construction of C,( X, A): 
Instead of forming cone (C,(A)), we invent for each x E D,(X, A), dx E C,(A) 
a separate cx and kill all homology classes which eventually occur by different c,, , cx2, 
dxi = dx,. 
This allows us to modify (f2) in the construction of f# such that 
i, (i : (X1, A1) c ( Xz, AZ)) is injective. Details are standard and left to the reader. 
We summarize: 
2.3. Theorem. Let (D,, M,) a chain theory with models associated with a homology 
theory h,, then there exists a chain functor C, = {C,, Ci, (px, K,, i’, I} related to h, 
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(i.e. the derived homology theory of C, is isomorphic to h,) such that relative cycles 
z E C; (X, A), dz E im i’ are linear combinations of models m E M,(X), dm E &i, _ r(A). 
2.4. Corollary. (1) If (D,, M,) satisfies a homotopy axidm (M5), then C, satisjes 
a homotopy axiom. 
(2) It can be assumed that C, satisfies a strong version of condition ( * ) in Section 6: 
Every inclusion i: (XI, At) c (X,, A,) induces a monomorphism. 
3. Weak chain theories with models 
Properties (M l)-(M4) in Definition 1.1 exhibit precisely what is needed to establish 
a chain functor C, satisfying the condition of Theorem 2.3. 
For applications in bordism theory we would like to substitute axiom (M4) by: 
(M4’) The boundary dm of a model m E M,,(X) is a closed model. 
3.1. Definition. (1) A pair (D,, M,) satisfying (Ml)-(M3) and (M4’) is called a 
w-chain theory with models (w = “weak”). 
(2) ThederivedhomologyH,(D,,M,)= {H,(D,,M,)( ,),a)ofaw-chaintheory 
with models is defined in the same way as in Definiton 1.2. 
The objective of this section is to establish a proof of: 
3.2. Theorem. To each w-chain theory with models (D,, M,) there exists a chain theory 
with models (D”*, ii?,) and an isomorphism of homology theories 
H,(D,,M,) x H*(D”*J7*). (3.1) 
Proof. We have to apply the method of “pulling closed models apart” and introduce 
the following notation: Let m E M,(X), m’ E M,+,(X) be two models, then we set 
m < m’ whenever dm’ = m. 
We consider pairs (m, a), m a closed model and c1 being either a m’ > m or a symbol *. 
These are the new closed models, we retain the old models with (non-vanishing) 
boundaries and define 
dm’ = (dm, ml). (3.2) 
A closed model (m, *) is not occurring in any boundary. We have induced mappings, 
f E Top(X, Y): 
i 
(fxm, *), 
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This establishes new models fir,(X) and a functor %* : Top + ch in view of (3.2). In - 
order to get D”,(X, A) we replace the free generators m E M,(X), dm = 0 by new closed 
models and enlarge this group in two steps, by (1) new chains /I(m, al, CQ) = j?, dm = 0, 
b E 6, + I (X, A) satisfying 
dfl= (m,~) - (m,az), a1 Z a2 (3.4) 
and (2) by forming the amalgamated sum of this complex with the cone over B,(X), 
the complex generated by all these new KS. 
For f E Top2( (X, A), ( Y, B)) we define 
where (cf. (3.3)) 
f#(m,tli) = (&m,a:), i = 1,2. 
Correspondingly we deal with cone( B,( X)). 
This provides us with (1) a functor o”* : Top’ + &, (2) a subfunctor G, t B, 1 Top 
-7 
such that fin(X) is a set of free generators of M,(X). Properties (Ml)-(M3) are not 
affected by the transition from D, to 6, and (M4’) is an immediate consequence of 
(3.1). 
Moreover we have projections: (1) a,(X) -+ M,(X) (forgetting the second com- 
ponent in each (m,a)) 
(2) z:,(X) + R,(X) (immediately induced by (1)) and 
(3) D”,(X, A) + D,(X, A) (all B’s and cone elements are mapped into zero), which 
obviously induce isomorphisms of the derived homology theories. 
So these projections induce the required homology isomorphisms (3.1) (commuting 
with boundaries), thereby completing the proof of Theorem 3.2. 0 
Remark. Condition (M4) in Definition 1.1 implies a weaker form of (M4’): 
mEM.(X),dm=inimi =S dmi=O,i=l,..., 1. 
1 
4. A chain theory with models for bordism theories 
By a manifold M” we always mean a compact, n-dimensional, differentiable U- 
structured manifold with (or without) boundary bd M”. In order to avoid confusion 
we do not write “aM”” for bd M”. We refer to [3], where a U-structured manifold (or 
U-manifold) is called “( B,f)-structured-manifold” and consequently what we call G!:, 
the corresponding bordism functor, is denoted by Q,(B,f). 
An isomorphism between manifolds a : M”, w M”, is a structure preserving dif- 
feomorphism. 
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A singular manifold is a pair (M”, f ), M” being a manifold, f: M” + X a continuous 
mapping. An isomorphism a : (My, fl) x (M”,, fi) between singular manifolds is an 
isomorphism between M”, and M ;, commuting with fi and f2. We define 
bd( M”, f) = (bd M”, f 1 bd M”) and agree to set bd( M”, f) = 0, whenever M” is closed. 
Let g E Top(X, Y) be continuous, then we set 
(M”,gf) = g,(M”,f). 
We need a well-known geometrical assertion: 
(4.1) 
4.1. Lemma. Suppose (Mi,fi)y i = 1,2 are singular manifolds, a: bd(My, fi) z 
bd(M;,fi) an isomorphism, then by identifying both boundaries across a we obtain 
a closed singular manifold 
(Ml,f,) 0, (Wfz) = (M”,f ), 
Proof. Glueing together two manifolds My, MZ at their isomorphic boundaries is 
standard. Since the isomorphism a commutes with fi, fi, this extends to singular 
manifolds. 0 
Suppose we have a supply 2 of n-manifolds, n = 0, 1, . . . , such that: 
(1) Each isomorphism class {M”} is represented by countably many copies. 
(2) If Ml, M2 EZ; Ml nM2 # 8, then we have Ml = M2. 
Without further mentioning all manifolds M” will be taken from this set & 
Concerning any information on bordism theories 52:( ) = a,( ) we refer entirely to 
[3], taking into account the change of notation mentioned in the beginning of this 
section. The n-models of our w-chain theory with models, which we are going to 
establish, are singular manifolds (M”, f ). Therefore we define 
M,(X) = {W,f)lf:M” + X) 
and 
%(-‘O = (M,(X)), 
the free abelian group generated by M,(X). 
The definition of boundaries is 
d(M”,f) = WM”,f) 
and induced mappings are defined by (4.1). 
We establish D,(X) in two steps: 
(Dl) With each isomorphism a : (My, fi) z ( M;,f2) between closed singular mani- 
folds in M,(X) we associate a chain a E D,+ r(X) satisfying 
da = (W,fi) - (W,f& (4.2) 
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We identify a2 0 aI (composition of isomorphisms) with a1 + az, whenever a2 0 a1 is 
defined. 
(D2) Let s = If = 1 ni (M1 ,fi) E B,(X) be an element, then we consider the manifold 
M” = PI + . . . + ml + . . . + j@ + . . . + @, 
c----v--J M 
n1 summands a, summands 
where 
denoting by - MT the manifold My with inverse structure (orientation). 
We introduce a chain j3 = fi( s) E D, + 1(X), satisfying 
dB = s - (M”,f) - B(ds), (4.3) 
where f is defined as fi on each component My and b( ds) analogously for ds. 
Suppose we have an isomorphism ai : (Ml,fi) x (My,$), hence a chain c = 1: nisi, 
da = s - s’, s’ = 1: ni( M:“,f,‘), then we find an isomorphism a : (M”,f) x (M’“,f’) and 
introduce a /I = b(o) satisfying 
db = 0 - a - /?(do). (4.4) 
Now D,(X) is the chain complex generated by M,(X), the a and /I chains, taking into 
account (4.2) and (4.3). The definition of induced mappings is straightforward. This 
provides us with a functor 
D, : Top + ch. -- 
Observe that fi is determined solely by s, while there might occur many different 
isomorphisms a between given closed singular manifolds (My ,fi), ( M;,f2). 
4.2. Lemma. (1) Let z E Z,(D,( X)) be a cycle, then we have 
m E M,(X), ai, fii being a resp. fi chains. 
(2) IfdC4, nisi # 0, we detect u Z” N Z, 
Z” = ml - m2 - a + ~ ~iai + i n>/?j, 
1 1 
with ml, m2 E M,,(X), a : dmI z dm2. 
(4.5) 
Proof. Obvious. 0 
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Assume now that z = ml - m2 - CI, a:dml % dm2, dmi E M,_,(A), A c X, then 
there exists a closed model m(z) E M,(X) associated with z in the sense of Lemma 4.1. 
In order to establish D,(X, A), (X, A) E Top2 we introduce: 
(D3) new chains (“virtual isomorphisms”) y = y(z) in dimension n + 1 satisfying 
dy = z - m(z). (4.6) 
We set 
&(X,A) =&(X)0 <{Y>> 
turning that into a chain complex by using (4.6). Since the assignment z H m(z) is 
clearly functional, this yields a functor 
D,:Top’ + cJ 
extending the already defined D, on Top under the inclusion Top c 
Top2 (X I-+ (X, 8)). 
As an immediate consequence we notice the following property of D,(X, A). 
4.3. Lemma. Suppose Zi = ml - m2 - gi, i = 1,2, cli: dml z dm2, dmj E D,(A), then 
we have m(zl) w m(z2) in C,(X, A) where C, is dejned as in Section 2. 
Proof. We have 
d(r2 - 72) = m(al) - m(z2) - (a’ - a’), 
but CI’ - a1 is a chain, bounding in D,(A), hence in C,(X, A). q 
We summarize: 
(1) D,: Top’ + &, A, : Top --) c&, M, :Top + Ens” are functors such that 
M,(X) isaet of free genxtors for n;i,(x)and M* c D, 1 Top a subfunctor. 
Moreover D, transforms inclusions into monomorphisms, and D.+(O) = 0. 
(2) Let 2,(X, A) c D,(X, A) be generated by all singular manifolds with bound- 
aries in A, then we have a direct natural sum decomposition 
D,(X,A) = z,(X,A)OA,(X,A) 
with suitable free A,(X, A). 
(3) S~~~~~~~EZ,(X,A),Z’EA,(X,A),~ED,+~(X,A),~ED,(A)~~~ 
dy + a = z - z’, 
then there exist y’ E D,, ,(X, A), a’ E D,(X) such that 
z = dy’ + a’. 
(4.7) 
(4) The boundary dm of a model m is a model. 
We now prove (l)-(5) as follows: (1) It is obvious in view of the construction. 
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(2) Collect all free generators in D,( X, A) which are not singular manifolds (M”, f), 
with boundary in A. These elements generate a complementary direct summand to 
Z,( X, A) in D,( X, A). 
(3) A homology between z and something outside of Z,(X,A) can only occur by 
means of y-chains, but these must lead to something in Z,,(X), hence (4.7) can only 
occur if z’ = 0. 
(4) This is obvious since all models are singular manifolds whose boundaries are 
closed singular manifolds. 
As a result we have: 
4.4. Theorem. (1) (D,, M,) is a w-chain theory with models which are singular mani- 
folds. 
(2) The derived homology theory H,(D,, M,) is isomorphic to G?!. 
Proof. (1) Follows immediately from (l)-(4) above in view of Definition 3.1. 
(2) Q”,(X) is defined by taking closed singular manifolds (M”,f), adding them by 
forming the free sum and by introducing the = relations: (Ml,fi) 3 (Ml,f2) 
0 3(B;+’ ,gi) and an isomorphism 
However this is exactly a reformulation of the derived homology of (D,, M,) in 
Definition 1.2. 
In the relative case one has to include virtual isomorphisms between closed singular 
manifolds and cycles z = (M”,f) - (A”, g), (M”,f) E Z,( X, A), (A”, g) E Z,(A) such 
that bd( M”,f) = bd( A”, g). 
The boundary operator 8 : a,“( X, A) -+ s2:_ 1(A) is in both cases defined by the 
assignment 
(M”,f) E M,(X,A) I-+ bd(M”,f) E M,-,(A). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
4.5. Corollary. To each bordism theory Ini there exists a chain theory with models and 
an isomorphism of its derived homology theory with 52:. 
Proof. Follows from Theorems 4.4 and 3.2. 0 
4.6. Corollary. To each bordism theory 52: there exists a chain jiunctor C, = { C,, Ck, 
‘px, K++, i’, l} being related to Qf$, where the “relative cycles” z E C;( X, A) are singular 
manifolds with boundaries in A. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 2.3. 0 
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We conclude this section by indicating that the same procedure which established 
Theorem 4.4, works also for singular homology H,( ; G) with coefficients in 
G E Ab: U - framed manifolds have to be replaced by polyhedral chains c = ‘$ g& 
with carrier ICI = u Iall while pairs (c,f),f~ Top(lcJ,X) serve as models. 
Two chains c, c’ are isomorphic, whenever there exists a simplicial isomorphism 
CI: [cl x lc’l such that 
C’ = &JiOZ(Ol)* 
1 
So we obtain the concept of an isomorphism u : (cl ,fi) x (c2,fi); the analogue of 
Lemma 4.1 still holds in this case. 
Now by proceeding entirely as in the case of bordism theory we come up with: 
4.7. Proposition. There exists a w-chain theory with models such that (1) the derived 
homology theory is H,( ; G) and (2) the models are singular chains (c, f), c being 
a polyhedral chain. 
Remark. A. Dold led my attention to the fact that for G = Z we can do a little more, 
displaying a formulation of Proposition 4.7 even closer to that of bordism theory by 
employing only chains c with gi = 1, where ICI is a pseudomanifold (with boundary 
bd I c( being an n - l-dimensional pseudomanifold itself) such that ldcl = bd I c I. 
5. A “Pontrjagin-Thorn theorem” 
Seemingly not every homology theory h, is associated with a chain theory with 
models. So we are developing necessary and sufficient conditions under which this is 
true. 
Since every homology theory is related to a chain functor C* (cf. Section 6 or [l, 
Theorem 8.1]), we are entitled to formulate these conditions on the chain level. As 
a result we obtain a theorem asserting that certain homology theories h, have models 
such that the related chain theory with models (D,, M,) is associated with h,. In view 
of the results of Section 4 this can be considered as an abstract version of the 
Pontrjagin-Thorn theorem asserting that bordism theory can be defined either by 
models or by means of a classifying Thorn spectrum [3]. 
5.1. Definition. Let C, be a chain functor, then a z E CA(X, A), dz E im i’ (i.e. a relative 
cycle) is called stzy whenever one has: Let f E Top’((X, A), ( Y, B)) be continuous, 
then: 
(1) B’ c B, i’-’ f++dzEim(C,(W) -, (C,(B)) * fxzEWY,W, 
P)f,dz~C:-1(B). 
We deduce immediately: 
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5.2. Lemma. (1) Every cycle z E Z,( C;( X)) is stiff, 
(2) z stifl * dz sti# 
(3) ZE CA(X,A) stiff => f,z sti#,feTo~~((X,A),(Y,B)). 
We set 
ikZ,(X)=(z~C~(X,A)JAcX,zstiff} (5.1) 
and observe that according to the preceding lemma M, : Top + Ens’ is a functor -- 
such that 
m E M,,(X) =t- dm E M,-,(X). (5.2) 
5.3. Definition. (1) A chain functor C, is stiflwhenever one has: 
(*) VZEZ,(C*(X,A))~C=C~~~~, miEMn(X), 
1 
dmiEC,-l(A), UEC,(A,A): 
z - l(c) + 4#(U), q:(A,A) I= (X,A). (5.3) 
(2) A homology theory h, is stiflwhenever there exists a chain theory C, related to 
h,, which is stiff. 
Let fi,(X, A) c H,( Cl(X, A)) be generated by all p(c) (cf. Section 6 concerning 
notations), c = Ci ltimi as in ( *) then we have: 
5.4. Lemma. Condition ( *) is equivalent to 
(**) W%(XA:R(XA) + H,(C*(X,A)) 
is epic. 
Proof. Follows immediately. 0 
Now we have: 
5.5. Theorem. A homology theory h, is @ifand only ifh, is associated with a w-chain 
theory with models. 
5.6. Corollary. A homology theory h, is stifl$and only ifh, is associated with a chain 
theory with models. 
Proof of Theorem 5.5. =S : The proof follows closely the same line as that of Theorem 
4.4 once we have developed a dictionary for translating the corresponding concepts: 
The models are defined by (5.1). An isomorphism ~1: ml “N m2 between two closed 
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models (i.e. one has ml, m2 E C:(X)) is a chain c1 E C,+ i(X), satisfying 
da = lmI - lm2. Let z = ml - m2 - a be a cycle, a: dmr z dm2 an isomorphism 
dmi E M, _ 1(A), then we consider 
‘px :G(X,A) + C”(X), C# = %(x.s,:G(x) -+ GxX,0) 
and define 
m(z) = f, cp#(z), (5.4) 
observing that m(z) E C:(X) is a closed model because of Lemma 5.2(l). 
We have the natural inclusion 1x: C;(X,@) = C;(X) + C,(X) (this is 1 for the pair 
(X,0) such that 
&lx N 1 
because in this case j: X c (X, 0) is the identity. 
Moreover 
1 =jxqxY j:X + (X,A) 
and because 1 is natural 
jmlx = lj,. 
So we deduce 
j,l,m(z) = lj,m(z) w j,cp,(z) - lz. 
Therefore there exists a chain y E C,, ,(X, A) such that 
dy = Ij,m(z) - l(z). 
These y chains serve as “virtual isomorphisms” in the sense of Section 4 (D3) and (5.4) 
as the translated version of Lemma 4.1. 
Observe that (1) unlike m(z) in Section 4, our present m(z) is only determined up to 
an isomorphism and (2) that there is not one distinct virtual isomorphism y but 
possibly many. 
This however does not prevent us from establishing D, as we did in Section 4 and to 
translate the proof of Theorem 4.4. In particular the role of the /I chains (Section 
4 (D2)) is obvious. This confirms that every stiff homology theory is associated with 
a w-chain theory with models. 
= : Let (D,, M,) be a w-chain theory with models associated with a homology 
theory h,. Then Theorem 3.2 ensures the existence of a chain theory with models 
(D’,, M’,) associated with h,. According to Theorem 2.3(l) elements z E: C:(X, A), 
dz E im i’, hence relative cycles, are linear combinations of models. This implies 
immediately that these generators m’ E MA(X) are stiff (because they do not depend 
on A but only on X). So ( **) holds for H,(D;, M’,) confirming that h, is stiff. Cl 
Proof of Corollary 5.6. - : Follows from 5.5 and 3.2. 
G= : This has been accomplished in the course of the proof of the necessity of 
stiffness in 5.5. 0 
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Remarks. (1) As we pointed out already, Corollary 5.6 is an abstract version of the 
Pontrjagin-Thorn theorem asserting that Szt can be defined either by using singular 
manifolds (M”, f) in the usual way (as models) or as homology theory with coefficients 
in a Thorn spectrum. 
(2) Let h, = &, be a homology theory defined by a spectrum E, then it would be 
desirable to be able to express tiffness of h, in terms of the spectrum B. I do not know 
of any formulation of stiffness, avoiding chain theories. 
6. Chain functors for generalized homology theories 
In this section we recollect some definitions and facts from [l] concerning the 
relationship between homology theories and chain complexes. Let h, = {h,, 8, n E Z} 
be a generalized homology theory on the category Top. We are attempting to detect 
(1) a functor C, : Top’ + ch ( = category of chain complexes) and (2) a short exact 
seqence for each (X, A) E Top2 
0 + Cam C*(X)k C*(X,A) + 0 (6.1) 
such that (a) h,(X, A) is naturally isomorphic to H,(C,(X,A)) and (8) 
d : h,(X, A) + h, _ 1(A) corresponds under this isomorphism to the boundary oper- 
ator determined by (6.1). 
It is well-known (cf. [l] for further reference) that such a functor does not exist 
unless h, is an ordinary homology theory. 
However since it turns out to be sometimes highly desirable to be able to express 
something on the chain level (talking about chains, boundaries cycles rather than 
about elements of homology groups) also if h, is not an ordinary homology theory, 
there is need for a substitute for such a functor C, and a sequence (6.1). 
This is accomplished by the introduction of the concept of a chainfinctor which is 
recorded below in a form in which it is needed in the present paper: 
Let C, : Top2 + ch be a functor, 1: C; c C, a subfunctor satisfying: - 
( * ) AnyGlusion i : (X1, A) c (X2, A) induces a monomorphism. 
(**) &(X,X) is acyclic and C,(0) = 0. 
( *** ) The sequence 
C*(A)++ C*(X)& C*(X,A) 
is naturally dominated by a short exact sequence 
0 - C*(A) A Ci(X,A) fi, CG(X,A) - 0 
II 
C; (X, A)/im i’ 
(6.2) 
(p = projection, f# = C,(f)) meaning in detail: 
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(Dl) There exists a natural inclusion i’ satisfying j#i, = Zi’, non-natural chain 
mappings 
and chain homotopies 
such that 
ker(j*:H,(C,(X)) --) H,(C,(X,A))) c kerP*rc, with rc = K#*. (6.3) 
We have inclusions q : (A, A) c (X, A), s : A c (A, A) and detected a natural homomor- 
phism 
ti:H*(C$(X,A)) + H*(C*(X,A)) 
in the following way: 
Toeachcycle(z}~Z,(C;:(X,A))wefindac~C:(X,A),dc~imi’.SinceC,(A,A) 
is acyclic and li’ = ji = qs, we detect an a E C,(A, A) satisfying dq,(a) = - d&c). We 
define 
II/C{z)l = Cl(c) + 4# (all. 
It is immediate, that t+G is well-defined, additive, natural, satisfying 
vQP* = 1,. 
(6.4) 
(A, denoting the induced homomorphism for a chain mapping 1.) 
We call a z E CA(X, A) with dz E im i’ a relative cycle. 
Let 8 : H,( Ca(X, A)) + H,_ r (C,(A)) be the boundary operator, determined by 
(6.2). We require 
(D2) ker + c ker “a, 
(i.e. Ic/ is epic). 
As a result a boundary 
coker II/ = 0 
operator 
is 
~:Kl(C*(X,A)) + fL,(C*(A)) 
cz + qx(a)l H qz> 
well-defined and natural. 
(6.5) 
Such a system C, = {C,,Ci,cp.,~ #, 1, i’} is called a chain functor. 
Remark. (1) In [l] we called ( . . . } a D-functor and required of a chain functor the 
validity of some axiom of carrier and of a homotopy axiom: 
(C,l) To each homotopy H:fO N fi :(X, A) -+ ( Y,B) there exists a chain 
homotopy D(H) : C,(X, A) + C,+ 1 ( Y, B) being natural in the following sense: 
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The commutativity of 
(X,A)xZ---+ H (Y,B) 
fx 1 I I 9 
i (X,A)xZ-- (9, B) 
implies that of 
Since we do not need (C,l) explicitly, we do not include it into the list of axioms of 
a chain functor. The reason is that we are only dealing with chain functors C, which 
are related to a prescribed homology theory h, in the sense that we have a natural and 
with boundaries commuting isomorphism 
H,(C,t(X,AN = h,(X,A). (6.6) 
Since h, is by definition homotopy invariant, we do not have to worry about the 
homotopy invariance of H,( C,(X,A)). Nevertheless we deal in Section 2 (where we 
construct explicitly a chain functor out of a chain theory with models (D,,M,) (cf. 
Definition 1.1)) briefly with the homotopy axiom, assuming that a corresponding 
homotopy property of (D,, M,) holds. 
Although the axiom ofcarrier is neither required nor used in the present paper, we 
recall it from [l] (Definition 2.1, p. 147, where it is called (C,4)) for the sake of 
completeness: 
(C*2) VCEC,(X) 3X3x: 
(a) VX’:RcX’cX Yc’EC”(X)), j,c’=c (j:X’cX) 
(b) X’ c X, c’ E C,(X’), j, (c’) = c - X c X’. 
(2) Condition (Dl) (6.3) is formulated in [l] (there: (D2), p. 184) in a different, but to 
our formulation equivalent form. 
(3) In [l] we required a stronger version of condition ( * ) by dealing with arbitrary 
inclusions i : (X1, A,) c (X,, A,) (eventually A1 # A,). This gave us the opportunity 
to introduce C,(X) = C,(X, X) as an acyclic chain complex having all C,( X, A), 
C;(X,A) for all A c X as subcomplexes. 
Again it turns out that we do not need at present he stronger form of ( * ) but make 
a remark how this stronger form could be achieved, (cf. Corollary 2.4). Moreover the 
weaker ( *) is much easier to verify for the chain functor C, of Section 2. 
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We abbreviate {C,, C;, ‘P+, rc#, 1, i’} by C, and define the related homology 
H,(G) by 
H*(C*)(X,A) = H*(C*(X,A)), 
while the boundary operator ~3 stems from (6.5). 
It turns out, that the homology sequence associated with { H,( &), a> is exact Cl], 
Proposition A6). 
The main result of [l, Theorem 8.11 constitutes the assertion that every homology 
theory h, which is defined on Top is related to a chain functor C, (hence there exists 
an isomorphism (6.6)). 
The main objective of the present paper is to realize that for some homology 
theories (like bordism theories) one has another prototype of a chain theory, namely 
a chain theory with models (Definition 1.1) which is easier to handle and closer to 
geometric application. 
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